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I lie awake cause you still run around inside
okey I quess you figured I would understand
but all we prooved and all we've done,thought we build
up something strong
are you as happy as you pretend
I quess I'm not aloud to keep my hope alive
our years lie on the floor
they were worth the struggle but not anymore
yeah,i'm supposed to let it go

right now my bed's too big and shavingcream is
useless since you're not here
I can't put it in your clothes now anyway
now I'll just hope it's crap that true love never dies,
so I can find myself more reasons to be happy you're
away
I quess I'm not aloud to keep my hope alive
our years lie on the floor
they were worth the struggle but not anymore
yeah,i'm supposed to let it go

I'll store our time
i'll store it bravely,save in my heart before it's faded
and I'll be fine
but I won't fake it I'll leave that job to you if that's o.k
cause i can't make it all alone
and we'll both loose the game who first picks up the
phone
and if the bond we had just drifts away,we will
remember it that way
to me the memory's are precious everyday

I quess I'm not aloud to keep my hope alive
our years lie on the floor
they were worth the struggle but not anymore
yeah,quess it's time to let it go
quess it's time to let it go

but I'll store our time
i'll store it bravely,save in my heart before it's faded
and I'll be fine
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but I won't fake it I'll leave that job to you so let's just
store our time
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